
 
 

English 

In the first half term, children will look at poetry. They will 

look at the author Reeve Lindbergh. We will look at patterns 

in poems. They will perform poems following the rhythm 

and keeping in time. Children will imitate and invent actions. 

Finally children will create their own poetry. Then we will 

look at explanation texts focusing on how humans stay 

healthy. Children will look at features of the text and then 

write their own piece. 

In the second half term children will look at the author 

Roald Dahl. We will look at a number of his books. They will 

look at different characters, settings and themes in the 

story. They will perform parts of the story through role-play. 

Children will sequence stories and understand the different 

parts of a story. They will then write their own story. 

 

Maths 

In maths, we will choose and use appropriate standard units 

to estimate and measure length/ height, mass, temperature 

and capacity. We will also recognise and use symbols for 

pound and pence and solve problems using addition and 

subtraction. Children will learn tell and write the time in 5-

minute intervals.  

 In the second half term children will identify and describe 

the properties of 2-D and 3-D shapes. Then children will use 

mathematical vocabulary to describe position, direction and 

movement. We will then interpret and construct simple 

pictograms, tally charts, block diagrams and simple tables. 

 

Science 

In Science, we will be looking at Animals and their habitats. 

We will look at animals and off spring and how they grow 

into adults.  Also we will look at how animals are adapted to 

their habitat. Then we will look at the basic needs of animals 

for survival. Finally, we look at how important it is for 

humans to stay healthy. This will focus on how we keep are 
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bodies healthy through food and exercise. 

 

Topic 

The topic for the first half term is Farm Shop. Children will 
learn what a farm is and what types of animals live there. 
They will look at different types of food and the food we 
need to have a balanced diet. At the end of the half term 
children will visit a farm to develop their experience and 
understanding further.  
 
In the second half term children will look at the topic 
Buckets and Spades. Children will look at the country Brazil. 
They will complete map work looking at the flag of the 
country and the continent it is in. Children will research the 
past of the country. They will complete some informative 
writing about Brazil showing what they have learnt. 

Computing 
In ICT, children will look at data and how it can be presented 
to allow it to be interpreted.   

PE 

Children will be working on their game skills in class. 
Focusing on bat and ball skills looking at aiming, hitting and 
kicking.  
 
In the second half term children will be working on their 
athletic skills. They will be focusing on their running, 
jumping and target throwing.  

French 

Madame Lila will be teaching French every Wednesday 
afternoon extending vocabulary and looking into French 
customs and traditions. 

PSHCE 

We will be looking at hygiene focusing on how we can stay 
healthy. Also we will look at how we can reach are goals 
through resilience and persistence. 

Music / 
Performing Arts 

Children will be working weekly with Mrs. Price. Children 
will listen and sing following patterns in songs. Children 
will find their singing voices, sing collectively and start to 
sing as individuals. In addition, children will receive 
instrument lessons monthly. Miss Kirsty and Miss 
Rebecca will teach drama weekly.  
 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 


